Get Accurate Psychic Readings: Psychic
Source $0.50 Special Discount Offer Is
Available For Limited Time
Accurate psychic readings are now just one phone
call away. Psychic Source Live at
http://PsychicSourceLive.com is running a limited
time psychic readings special offer of $0.50 per
minute with promo code 30098 and dedicated phone
line 1-855-510-8714.

Psychic Readings 100% Guarantee

Go to PsychicSourceLive.com or call 855-510-8714. Limited time offer. Use promo
code 30098 for 50% off!
(PRWEB)
Psychic readings have been around since the dawn of history, but thanks to popular websites
like Psychic Source, a whole new generation of both psychic consultants and psychic clients
are connecting with each other.
Colleen from Evanston, IL explained their value this way, “I can talk to my friends about a lot
of things, but when it comes to my marriage and really personal issues, not so much. I wanted
someone that I cold be real with and wouldn’t sugarcoat their answers. I’m excited that I have
this outlet and someone I can trust. She gave me hope.”
Click Here To Get A Psychic Reading Colleen Used To Get Answers To Her Personal Issues
In an effort to introduce new clients to the experience of psychic consultation,
psychicsourcelive.com is offering a special promotional rate of $0.50 per minute for new

members who either visit the website or call directly to 1-855-510-8714 and mention coupon
code 30098.
Enthusiasts of psychic mediums explain that their consultants’ wisdom can be applied to all
areas of life, from love and relationships, to work and money, to destiny and spirit. By
providing a helpful voice and fresh, intuitive understanding, psychics have been long been
shown to provide needed guidance, much in the way a psychologist or well-experienced
friend might.
One of the most prominent sources on the internet for consulting an online psychic is Psychic
Source, which contracts with over 140 different clairvoyants. Their psychic reading mediums
all have decades of experience and go through a rigorous screening process to ensure that
their expertise is the highest quality. Liz, one of the psychics working with Psychic Source
said, “I think our goal is to help people solve their problems in their own because you always
have yourself with you. It makes me feel very blessed to be able to help people.”
Go to http://psychicsourcelive.com to get a special introductory rate offer of only $0.50 per
minute to new members or call directly to 1-855-510-8714 and mention coupon code 30098.
Stephanie Drew says: " I have been a member of the Psychic Source for nearly 5 years and I
have been fortunate enough to speak with some of the best readers in the nation. I have tried
other services, but I won't stray again! You have so many great advisors...even your customer
service staff is great."
Click Here To Get Psychic Readings Stephanie Drew Has Been Using Over 5 Years To Get
Answers To Her Questions
This special offer comes with the 100% risk free money back guarantee. If a customer is
unhappy with their psychic readings, Psychic Source will fully refund their money or give them
more free time to try another psychic medium from the network.
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